
#2 Prophets

78 "DispensationaliSm" is a term used in many different ways
79 O'Hare's dispensationalism

Corredt approach to those who hold to dispensations
80 Scofield Bible

Illustration of man undecided whether he should go to France or Sweeden

81 Importance of inductive method. Dangers of deductions.
Jer. 12:14-17

83 Preaching on God's soverign control in such a way as to give a wrong emphasis
84 Jer. 16

Illustration of a fulfulled condition: Giving son a suit when becomes 21 pre
supposes he has a son.

85 Captives return
86 Jer.12:l6 cf. German Jews who did not want to go to Palestine
87 Illustration: uniting all on John 3:16 and then exegete away "only begotten"
88 Isa..66:24 .futute life

Illustration of German people in 1923-25. Contrast between hope of the
godly and of the ungodly
Illustration: Roger Babson and a president of a S.A. country

89 Isãrael's regathering
Jer. 23 . v.5 The Branch

90 Jer. 23 v.5 Fulfilled now? Harvard University's infidelity
91 Church in UT Jer. 23:7-8 not yet fulfilled

Return of Jews under Ezra
92 The coming of Elijah Illustration: Saying Eisenhower is Napoleon

Figures of speech
93 Jer. 29m. virgin birth

Illustration: Man who said he believed in resurrection of Christ as being
the great principal of permanence of personality.

94 Christ's reign which is future
95. Jér23:5

Illustration: Student at U. pf PA who thought wherever the phrase '"in. the days
of"in Judges followed by an infin. construct meant trouble for Israel.
Egypt not always a symbol of one thing.

96 The idea that a particular word always has a certain emotional content, etc.
has no Scriptural warrant.
Jer..24:5-7 prediction

97 Proceed from what is clear to what is unclear
Prophecy of the 70 years (Jer. 25)

98 Jer. 25:11 70 years a round numher(since some served 20 and some 100).
No nation served Babylon exactly 70 years
Meaning of 'to visit": change from top to bottom or bottom to top position

Jer. 27:22 "them" refers to vessels. Error of overlooking context
99 Jer.29:10 . See 991

Possibilities of the English word "should"

100 Hiphil: God shows himself righteous
A.T. Pierson's argument for verbal inspiration build on one word in singular
as over against plural in another place. See, not seeds.

101 Illustration: Man who made a translation giving an English word for every Greek
word. Makes no sense.

102 Jer. 29:10 unconditional prediction .
Jer. 29:12-14 no reference to church age

103 The particle ki has no exact English equivalent.
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